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II. Introduction of Function 
1. Function Switch：Options/OIL DRAINING---To drain the oil that remains in the brake system(used oil   

draining). 
EMG STOP---When machine is operating, the switch is considered as an 

emergency stop button so as to stop all the running programs. 
OIL INJECTION---Used brake with oil in the brake system can be injected 

after draining. Unused brake and has no oil in the brake 
system can be injected directly without drain step (It has 
to go with the program switch, during oil injection 
operations). 

2. Program Switch：According to specifications of brakes. Please select well-suited program for your 
particular needs, numbers from 0-11(refer to attached list 3 - program specification list). 

3. Fill Valve：Open to fill oil with syringe(according to the oil types, there are machines for DOT 4 oil and 
MINERAL oil). Oil mixed-use is not allowed. Filling oil to proper level and then close the valve. Please 
ensure the valve is closed before running the program in order to avoid oil spill when air pressure 
increases. 

4. Air Cylinder：Pressurization and pressure relief. 
5. Operation Light(OP LIGHT)：Program is running. 
6. Signal Light：When program is running, it reminds the user has to go with other manual actions. 
7. Start：To start the program. 
8. Oil Injection Pressure Gauge：According to specifications of brakes. Please select well-suited program and  

condition for your particular needs(refer to attached list 1 - oil injection condition list). 
9. Pressure Gauge for Pressure Source：It shows air pressure of pressure source. 
10. Waste Oil Pipe：A pipe that leads waste oil. Please ensure the pipe is properly placed in the waste oil barrel 

in order to avoid waste oil spill. 
11. Waste Oil Barrel：A barrel that uses to collect waste oil. The waste oil should be disposable(please handle 

it with waste oil disposal methods in your location). 
12. Power Plug：Power(Voltage ranges：100V-240V AC50Hz/60Hz), select well-suited adaptor according to 

your items required voltage and socket specification. 
13. Pressure Relief Silencer：Pressure relief port for noise elimination. 
14. Fuel Volume Meter：To visual inspect the oil volume. Adding well-suited oil from fill valve when there is 

an oil shortage. 
15. Caliper Tie-in：Referring to attached list 2 - connector specification list, connected to caliper tie-in to oil 

injection port on caliper after suited connectors are connected to caliper tie-in. 
16. Master Cylinder Tie-in：Referring to attached list 2 - connector specification list, connected to master 

cylinder tie-in to oil injection port on master cylinder after suited connectors are connected to master 
cylinder tie-in. 

 
III. Tools, Accessories and Connectors 
Tools：Compressor ( pressure source 5-8Kg/cm² ), hex key, ring spanner, open end spanner, DOT 4 ( or 

MINERAL) oil and clean rag. 
Accessories：Hose cutter, hose needle driver and test hose. 
Connectors：φ3, M5, M5L, M6, M6L and M7 connectors ; 3×1.2 , 3.5×1.5 and 4.8×1.9 rubber rings. 

 
IV. Procedure of Oil Draining 
1. Find function switch and select“EMG STOP＂. 



2. Find program switch and select “0＂(safe mode). 
3. Put the plug in the socket(voltage ranges 100V~240V AC50Hz/60Hz, select well-suited adaptor according 

to your items required voltage and socket specification). When operation light(yellow) is on, means power 
is supplied. 

4. Connect pressure source to machine, adjust the pressure to 5-6Kg/ cm², clockwise is pressure increase and 
counterclockwise is pressure decrease. 

5. According to the oil types, there are machines for DOT 4 oil and MINERAL oil. The brake oil must 
conform to the machine type. 

6. Referring to attached list 2 - connector specification list, connect caliper tie-in to oil injection port on 
caliper after suited connectors are connected to caliper tie-in. The connector must be well-connected to 
caliper tie-in. 

7. Find function switch and select“OIL DRAINING＂, find program switch and select“0＂ 
8. Press START switch, the operation light(yellow) is flashing at the moment, means the machine program is 

running. When the operation light(yellow) is on not flashing and the signal light(green) is flashing, please 
loosen the bleed screw from master cylinder or take apart the oil cap.Please press START switch again 
after loosening the bleed screw or taking apart the oil cap. 

9. When the operation light(yellow) and the signal light(green) are flashing, pull brake lever to improve 
quality of oil draining(5-10 times will be fine). When the operation light(yellow) is on(not flashing) and 
the signal light(green) is off, means the injection program has been completed.  No need to remove the 
connector tie-in from oil injection port on caliper if you want to continue using oil injection program. 

 
V. Procedure of Oil Injection 
1. Find function switch and select“EMG STOP＂. 
2. Find program switch and select“0＂(safe mode). 
3. Put plug in the socket(voltage ranges 100V~240V AC50Hz/60Hz, select well-suited adaptor according to 

your items required voltage and socket specification). When operation light(yellow) is on, means power is 
supplied. 

4. Connect pressure source to machine, adjust the pressure to 5-6Kg/cm², clockwise is pressure increase and 
counterclockwise is pressure decrease 

5. To visual inspect the fuel volume meter and see if the oil volume is in proper level. Adding well-suited oil 
with syringe from fill valve when there is an oil shortage(according to the oil types, there are machines for 
DOT 4 oil and MINERAL oil. Oil mixed-use is not allowed). Filling oil to proper level and then close the 
valve. Before running the program, please ensure the valve is closed in order to avoid oil spill when air 
pressure increases. 

6. Referring to attached list 2 - connector specification list, connect master cylinder tie-in or caliper tie-in to 
oil injection port on master cylinder or caliper after suited connectors are connected to master cylinder 
tie-in or caliper tie-in. The connectors must be well-connected to master cylinder tie-in or caliper tie-in. 

7. Referring to attached list 1– oil injection condition list, adjust the pressure of oil injection pressure gauge, 
find function switch and select“OIL INJECTION＂.Select well-suited program for your particular needs, 
numbers from 0-11. 

8. Press START switch, the operation light(yellow) is flashing at the moment, means the machine program is 
running. According to different programs, the green light will be lighting or flashing to show different 
meanings. Besides, it has to go with other manual actions to help with oil injection (please refer to attached 
list 3–program specification list). When the operation light(yellow)is on(not flashing), means the 
injection program has been completed. 

9. First, remove the caliper tie-in from oil injection port on caliper, tighten the bleed screw(or accessory),  
wipe out the oil that remains on caliper(it is recommended to be assisted with a high pressure air gun), pull 
brake lever to ensure it has a solid hand feeling(if it has a solid hand feeling, means oil volume is 



acceptable).  
10. Second, remove the master cylinder tie-in from oil injection port on master cylinder, wipe out the oil that 

remains on master cylinder(it is recommended to be assisted with a high pressure air gun), pull brake lever 
to re-ensure it has a solid hand feeling(if it has a solid hand feeling, means oil volume is acceptable). If 
there is no bleeding port on master cylinder and can only be injected from one side, escape this step. 

11. If step 9 pull brake lever and find the hand feeling is spongy, means the oil volume is not acceptable. You 
may re-inject the brake system. If the brake still feels spongy, there may be other reasons like parts with 
abnormal quality, program incorrect, connector not well-connected, brake design, etc. that caused the 
problem. Please refer to Ⅸ. Troubleshooting to solve the problem＂. 

 
VI. Attached List 1 - Oil Injection Condition List 
 
VII. Attached List 2 - Connector Specification List 
 
VIII. Attached List 3 - Program Specification List 
 
IX. Troubleshooting 
1. Oil Spill at Oil Cap：Please check if it is the rubber inside the oil cap is not well-placed for ssemble.Please 

check if it is the screw on oil cap is not fastened.  If it is not any of above mentioned reason caused the 
problem, it is recommended to adjust oil injection pressure. Please reduce oil injection pressure by 
20%(for instance, if original setting is 3Kg/cm² then the new setting will be 2.4 Kg/cm² ). Low oil 
injection pressure may cause insufficient oil volume in brake system. 

2. Spongy Hand Feeling After Oil Injection：If the brake originally designed to have a soft hand feeling, 
means the brake does not have any problem. Generally speaking, if the hand feeling is spongy, means the 
oil volume is not acceptable. You may re-inject the brake system. If the brake still feels spongy, there may 
be other reasons like parts with abnormal quality, program incorrect, connector not well-connected, etc. 
that caused the problem. 

3. Unusual Oil Injection Pressure：There is a hysteresis phenomenon in pressure gauge. Remove pressure 
source from machine after adjusting oil injection pressure(the pointer needs to be returned to zero), now 
re-connect pressure source to machine, only at this time the pressure on oil injection gauge is correct. 

4. Connector Not Well-Connected：It might be the airtight rubber seal is aged or damaged, you need to 
replace it with a new one. It might be the connector is not suitable for the brake, please contact with 
Bengal for further information. 

5. Brake Specification Not Setup on This Machine：It might be a brake with new specification or a brake with 
special specification, please contact with Bengal, Bengal will write a customization program for your 
requirements. The program design range of this machine can be updated with a proprietary memory chip. 
Please contact with Bengal for further information. 

6. Does The Machines Function Properly：You may connect the test hose to master cylinder tie-in and caliper 
tie-in, use program 3 to do oil injection. If there is no air remains in the test hose(it is reasonable if the 
bubble is less than 1mm, and no more than 3 pcs), means the machine is functioning. If there is a large 
amount of bubbles remain in the test hose, then there might be something wrong with the machine. Please 
contact with Bengal for further information. 

 



X. Service and Maintenance 
1. Daily appearance cleaning is a must, its appearance can be cleaned with alcohol. 
2. If you leave your machine unused for a period of more than 30 days, the machine will need a warm up 

every month. In order to avoid electronic components getting wet or speeding up the aging of rubber speed 
and result in abnormal damages, please connect the test hose to master cylinder tie-in and caliper tie-in to 
warm up the machine. Using program 3 to do oil injection, (1-3) times will be fine. Please pullplug out of 
the socket if you plan not to use the machine for a period of time. 

 
XXI. Caution 
1. According to the oil types, there are machines for“DOT 4 oil＂and“MINERAL oil＂.“Oil＂and 

“machine＂ mixed-use are not allowed. 
2. To prevent oil spills when air pressure increases and cause an oil splashes, the valve must be closed except 

the time when oil filling is required(the valve can only be opened when program is not running). Please 
use syringe to fill oil, slow down while filling so that the oil does not spill and makes the machine dirty. 

3. The oil in brake system should be changed at least once per year to ensure the brakes function properly. 
4. Please wear goggles and gloves when operating the machine. 
5. When changing oil, avoid skin or eyes, or brake pads and other components contact with oil. In case of 

contact with skin or eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of clear water, seek medical help if necessary. 
When other components get stained with oil, please wipe it out. 

6. Voltage ranges 100V~240V AC50Hz/60Hz, please select well-suited adaptor according to your items 
required voltage and socket specification. 

7. The oil in waste oil barrel should be disposable, please handle it with environmental regulations in your 
location. 

8. Turn off power supply and remove the pressure source, program needs to be switched to zero when 
machine is not using.  

9. To prevent the risk of electric shock, please do not use the power cord that has been damaged or 
slackened.  

10. To prevent the risk of electric shock, please ensure the power supply is off when maintaining the machine 
11. To prevent the risk of electric shock, please do not touch the power cord with wet hands.  
12. To prevent the risk of fire or electric shock, please do not twist, pull and drag the power cord, or put heavy 

things on it. 

 
XII. Machine Specification 
1. Voltage：100V - 240V～AC50Hz / 60Hz  

              Output：24V 
2. Package Dimension：377mm(L) x 332mm(W) x 821mm(H) 
3. Weight：17 KGS 
4. Patent Number：M436117 

201220164186.0 
13/534,680 
Nr.202012102412.8 

5. Warranty：Any performance failure occurs within one year caused by non-human damage can get one-year 
limited warranty. 

6. Place of Origin：Taiwan. 
7. For latest information, please visit our website：http://www.bengalperformance.com.tw. Website 

information will be updated irregularly. 



XIII. Q & A 
Q：Why is the power indicator light is on but the machine is not activate? 
A：Please check if the program number and injection switch have been selected. If so, press START switch to 

activate machine. 
Q：Why does oil injection has been completed with correct program but the brake still has no braking power?  
A：Please check the connector part and see if the connector tie-in or rubber ring is well- connected to oil 

injection port while injection. 



Brake

Brands
Models

Program

Numbers

Oil Injection

Pressure Gauge

(kg/c㎡)

Remarks

JUICY 3/3.5/5/7 3 3

JUICY ULTIMATE 3 3

ELIXIR 1/3/5/7/9/R/CR 3 3

CODE/CODE5 3 3

XO/XX 3 3

HELIX1.0/1.1 3 1

HELIX2.1/2.3 3 3

HELIX3/3SL//4X/5/5L/6/7L 3 3

NINE 4 2

STROKER CARBON/ACE/GRAM 3 3

STROKER TRAIL/RYDE 3 3

PRIME PRO/EXPERT 3 3

DYNO 3 3

3 5

9 5

Oil Injection Machine Breakdown Detection

Oil Injection Machine Clean and Maintenance

Attached List 1 - Oil Injection Condition List

AVID

BENGAL

HAYES



TESTING
HOSE

Attached list 2 - connector specification list DOT 4

M5L

Ø3 M5

M5

M5

M5

M5

M6 M5

M6 M5

M5 M5

M5
M5M6

M6 M5M5 M5

M5 M5M5

BENGAL

NINE

HAYES

Brake Brands Models

AVID

HELIX 4X

HELIX 1.0/1.1
HELIX 2.1/2.3

HELIX3/3SL/3carbon

HELIX 5/5L/6
HELIX7/7L/7B

DYNO

PRIME PRO
PRIME EXPERT

STROKER CARBON
STROKER ACE

STROKER GRAM
STROKER TRAIL
STROKER RYDE

CaliperMaster cylinder

JUICY 3/3.5

CODE/CODE5

ELIXIR 1/3/5

JUICY 5/7
JUICY ULTIMATE
ELIXIR 7/9/R/CR

XO/XX

M5M6M6 M5



Compatible Types Manual Actions 1 Manual Actions 2 Points for Master Cylinder Points for Caliper Notice

Draining All types of brakes

When yellow light is on/green light is flashing,

please loosen the bleed screw from master cylinder

or take apart the oil cap, and then press START

switch again.

When yellow light is flashing/green

light is flashing, you may pull

brake lever to improve quality of

oil draining(5-10 times will be

 Connecting master cylinder

tie-in or caliper tie-in to oil

injection port on master

cylinder is not required

Connecting caliper

tie-in to oil

injectioin port on

caliper

Oil Injection

Program 1

For brakes that

master cylinder and

caliper have oil

injection ports

When yellow light is on/green light is flashing,

you may pull brake lever to improve quality of oil

injection (10-20 times will be fine). Please stop

this manual action before green light goes out.

x
Connecting master cylinder

tie-in to oil injection port on

master cylinder

Connecting caliper

tie-in to oil

injectioin port on

caliper

Oil Injection

Program 2

For brakes only

caliper have oil

injection ports
x x

 Connecting master cylinder

tie-in or caliper tie-in to oil

injection port on master

cylinder is not required

Connecting caliper

tie-in to oil

injectioin port on

caliper

Oil Injection

Program 3

For brakes that

master cylinder and

caliper have oil

injection ports

When yellow light is on/green light is flashing,

you may pull brake lever to improve quality of oil

injection(10-20 times will be fine). Please stop this

manual action before green light goes out.

x
Connecting master cylinder

tie-in to oil injection port on

master cylinder

Connecting caliper

tie-in to oil

injectioin port on

caliper

Oil Injection

Program 4

For brakes that

master cylinder and

caliper have oil

injection ports

When yellow light is on/green light is flashing,

you may pull brake lever  to improve quality of oil

injection. After doing this manual action for 15-25

times, please press START swith again.

x
Connecting master cylinder

tie-in to oil injection port on

master cylinder

Connecting caliper

tie-in to oil

injectioin port on

caliper

Oil Injection

Program 5 x x x
Oil Injection

Program 6 x x x
Oil Injection

Program 7 x x x
Oil Injection

Program 8 x x x

Oil Injection

Program 9

To clean oil remains

in machine x x
Connecting master cylinder

tie-in and caliper tie-in to

both sides of the test hose

 Attached List 3 –  Program Specification List

fine)
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